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R. Williams, Lander County, NV
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L. Bradshaw, Nye County, NV
W. Barnard, NWTRB
R. Holden, NCAI
A. Melendez, NIEC
S. Brocoum, YMPO
R. Arnold, Pahrump, NV
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J. Lyznicki, AMA
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NRC/DOE MANAGEMENT MEETING AGENDA
January 19, 1996

11:30 EST

* OPENING REMARKS

* PROGRAM STATUS - FY96

- Commission Briefing-Heads up for the January
DOE briefing to the Commission

- Management overview of budget and program status/
legislative update

- Status of layoffs and programmatic impacts

- Approach to Repository Licensing

- NRC's role in the DOE viability assessment

- Update on NRC interactions with EPA on development
of standard

- Management Meetings as interactions
NRC

* OPEN ISSUES FROM THE KTI TECHNICAL EXCHANGE

- Discuss agreement on key issues

- Status of Tectonics Program (Tim Sullivan)
DOE

- Prelicensing approach for issue resolution
NRC

ALL

NRC/DOE

NRC/DOE

DOE

DOE

DOE

NRC

ALL

* OPEN ITEMS FROM PREVIOUS MANAGEMENT MEETINGS

- Revision to Procedural Agreement

- Verification/Materials Control and Accountability

ALL

DOE

0

5:00

STATUS OF SUBMITTALS AND SCHEDULE FOR PROGRAM DOCUMENTS

CLOSING REMARKS

EST Adjourn

DOE

ALL
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MINUTES

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION/U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

QUARTERLY MANAGEMENT MEETING

JANUARY 19, 1996

On January 19, 1996, staff from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Division of Waste Management met with representatives of
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management (OCRWM) for a quarterly management meeting. The
meeting was held at DOE headquarters in Washington, D.C. with a video
conference connection to the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization
Office in Las Vegas, Nevada. Other attendees represented the State of
Nevada; Nye County, Nevada; Clark, County, Nevada; the United States
Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board; the Center for Nuclear Waste
Regulatory Analysis and DOE contractors. Attachment 1 provides the
meeting agenda and Attachment 2 lists the attendees.

Opening Remarks:

The meeting was opened with comments by Margaret Federline, Acting
Director, Division of Waste Management, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The NRC acknowledged the difficulty DOE faces with
scaling back site characterization scientific programs given budget
reductions. She explained that the NRC is experiencing a similar
situation and, therefore, is sensitive to current budget constraints.
In that regard the NRC streamlined program is focusing on issue
resolution. NRC's mission remains, however, the protection of public
health and safety and the environment which is ultimately carried out
through licensing of the repository. Additional opening remarks by
Lake Barrett agreed that the focus of both NRC and DOE programs was
safety.

Program Status:

0 Commission Briefing - Heads up for the January DOE briefing to the
Commission

DOE indicated that Dr. Dreyfus's presentation to the Commission on

January 30, 1996 would be similar to that presented to the
Technical Review Board (See attachment 3). However, no final

decision on the presentation had been made at the time of the

meeting.



o Management overview of budget and rogram status/legislative update

DOE indicated that legislative action currently resides with
Congress, therefore, DOE was waiting for information.

o Status of layoffs and programmatic impacts

DOE indicated that it has released approximately 1000 people to
date as a result of the current budget constraints. At the present
time, DOE's program is focused on a viability assessment in 1998,
which includes the following critical emphases: Tunnel Boring
Machine progress and underground characterization, Heater Alcove,
and core science.

o Approach to Repository Licensing

Dr. Stephan Brocoum presented DOE's approach or paradigm for
repository licensing at the management meeting. The slides are
provided as Attachment 4. DOE's approach has elements that the NRC
finds acceptable, for example, the need to assure that all
interactions between NRC and DOE have a clearly defined objective
to facilitate the resolution of issues identified as potential
candidates for resolution prior to each interaction. DOE is
defining the technical products and deliverables to enable a
viability assessment to be made in 1998. Prior to that time DOE
will apprise NRC of activities and plans during meetings with the
NRC's On Site Representatives and iteractions with the staff and
provide our technical products to NRC for their information. Any
comments NRC wishes to offer on these products will be helpful if
they bear upon adequacy and sufficiency for licensing. Should the
viability assessment be favorable, DOE will then be in a position
to prepare a License Application for construction.

NRC's mission is the protection of public health and safety and the
environment which is ultimately carried out through licensing of
the repository. Therefore, the decision as to the adequacy of the
information used by DOE to support their demonstration of
compliance with NRC's regulations is the legislative responsibility
of the NRC.

o NRC's role in the DOE's viability assessment

Since NRC's mission is licensing of a repository, staff comments on
the information collected by DOE will focus on the adequacy of the
data collected for the viability assessment and identification of



additional information that must be provided in the future for
licensing a repository. NRC offers that this information can
contribute to DOE's estimation for the cost of licensing a
repository.

o Management meetings as interactions

In recent discussions, DOE has indicated that they would limit
interactions with NRC to 12 interactions each year, including
quarterly management and exploratory studies facility meetings.
NRC indicated that such a limit might negatively constrain
interactions. Therefore, NRC recommended that DOE not fix the
number of meetings or interactions in advance, but to remain as
flexible as limited budgets allow in identifying topics for
interactions that are amenable to DOE's schedule for producing the
products needed for the viability assessment.

Open Issues from the KTI Technical Exchange:

o Discuss Areement on Key Issues

NRC indicated that since the last management meeting several
interactions had been successfully completed; including the KTI and
Data Qualification Technical Exchanges and the Appendix 7 visit on
Geophvsics; the receipt of geophysical data is more complete and
timely; and, the conference call on extreme erosion successfully
aired approaches. As a result of the KTI Technical Exchange, two
areas of disagreement were noted between NRC and DOE. First, DOE
had indicated a preference to continue discussions only in the
areas where common agreement had been reached so demonstrable
progress could be shown during the pre-licensing period. NRC
believes discussion in areas of non-agreement is important to at
least identify areas of factual and interpretive differences and
hopefully a path to resolution. By only focusing on areas of
agreement in pre-licensing, the significant areas of disagreement
may delay actual licensing. Second, DOE expressed a concern that
decomposing issues into subissues would place DOE in the position
of needing to resolve them in a manner similar to the NRC's open
items on the Site Characterization Analysis, study plans, or the
Site Characterization Progress Report.



0 Status of Volcanism Program

Tim Sullivan presented a status of the volcanism program and a copy
of his slides is provided as Attachment 5.

0 Prelicensina Approach to Issue Resolution

NRC presented its proposed approach to issue resolution for DOE
consideration and comment. The NRC approach for issue resolution
is described in the slides and enclosures to Attachment 6. The NRC
has developed interim procedures to implement the issue resolution
approach, which NRC believes will be a benefit to the program. NRC
suggested in their presentation that a task force (2-3 staff from
each agency) be develop to review the issue resolution procedures.
Although some concerns were voiced regarding the proposed approach,
DOE agreed to return with a proposal to NRC for a suitable subject
area to consider in a pilot program. preferably before any written
process or procedure was further developed. NRC indicated that an
internal written procedure was needed de to the size of the
program, but the procedure could be revised based on the results of
the pilot program. With regard to the Procedural Agreement, DOE
stated that it would consider further revisions to the Procedural
Agreement beyond those provided (See attachment 6). DOE indicated
that it was encouraged so long as the subject matter and timing for
topics considered for issue resolution were either brought forward
by DOE or that they are compatible with DOE's budget and schedule
to prepare the technical products needed for the viability
assessment. NRC stated that it was not the intent of NRC's program
to drive DOE to collect data according to NRC's schedule. DOE will
collect data and conduct analysis based on a schedule it believes
is most appropriate to support its viability assessment. NRC,
however, will obtain data for key technical issue resolution
procedure based on DOE's schedule.

o Nye County Perspective on Key Technical Issues

Nye County made a brief presentation on its view of the priorities
of the ten NRC Key Technical Issues. Attachment 7 contains the
slides used by Nye County.



Open Issues from Previous Management Meetings:

o Revisions to the Procedural Agreement

DOE provided a draft revision to the NRC/DOE Procedural Agreement
for NRC review and comment (See attachment 8). There was no
discussion of this draft revision at the meeting.

0 Verification/Material Control and Accounting

Status of Submittals and Schedule for Program Documents

NRC and DOE exchanged information on submittals and schedules for
documents. DOE presented information on their current on-going
priorities and future products (Attachment 8). NRC presented
information on activities since the last management meeting
(Attachment 9) and documents expected to be issued within the next six
months (Attachment 10).

Closing Remarks

As a closing remark Clark County thanked DOE for its efforts to
involve the county in its meetings and videoconferences. With funding
so limited, County participation will only be by telephone or
videoconferences. After noting that the next bi-monthly management
meeting will be a at NRC headquarters in March, the meeting was
adjourned.

f

Sandra L. Wastler
Performance Assessment and HLW
Integration Branch

Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material

Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

P iscilla Bunton
Regulatory Integration

Division
Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy
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Sam Rousse DOE 202-586-6046
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Steve Goldberg DOE 202-586-5616
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Judy Treichel NV/NW Task Force 702-248-1127

John 0. Thoma NRC 301-415-7293

Keith I. McConnell NRC 301-415-7289
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William Floyd DOE_
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Mike Lugo M&O/TRW 702-794-7830
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Nick Stellavato Nye County 702-295-6412
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Remarks by
Daniel A. Dreyfus, Director

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy

Program Status and Outlook

Presented at the
Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board

1996 Winter Meeting
January 10, 1996

Introduction

Thank you for the opportunity to speak to the Board again about the status of the program and

the outlook. You will be hearing from several members of our staff on topics you have asked

us to address at this meeting. Since my last meeting with you in October, there have been

some important policy developments. I will use my time to address them.

Current Status

I appreciated the Board's letter to Congress last month highlighting our progress at Yucca

Mountain. We are continuing to make progress despite the draconian budget cuts in the fiscal

year 1996 appropriation.

The tunnel boring machine continues to operate well ahead of schedule. As of January 8, 1996, it

has excavated 12,154.8 feet (3674.3 meters) into Yucca Mountain, more than 4692 feet (1430

January 10, 1996
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meters) ahead of schedule. Ground conditions at the repository level have been good in recent

months. Our hypothesis that little or no water is moving at the proposed repository horizon has

been strengthened. Direct observations at the repository horizon have not revealed any potential

disqualifying conditions. We have reached the planned location of the access point for the

underground thermal test alcove and preparations are being made to commence the tests later

this year. The thermal testing alcove design and the planned tests will be discussed later today.

Later this month, we anticipate that the tunnel boring machine will also reach the first planned

access point to the Ghost Dance Fault. I expect important results from the exploration of the

fault at repository depths.

Program Outlook

When I spoke to you in October, we were operating under a continuing resolution that limited

the program to $400 million. We had taken action in September 1995 in anticipation of reduced

funding, to eliminate approximately 875 contractor positions, primarily at the Yucca Mountain

Project. These reductions affected the program's management and operating contractor and its

teammates, the US Geological Survey and other program participants.

Shortly after your October meeting, the Conference committee adopted the Senate's

recommendation that $400 million be made available to the program in fiscal year 1996.

January 10, 1996 2



However, the Conference committee inserted language in the Appropriations Bill that stated that

$85 million of the funds appropriated shall be available only for an interim storage facility and

only upon the enactment of specific statutory authority. This language effectively left the

program with $315 million to conduct program activities in fiscal year 1996.

In managing this additional 20 percent cut, we have tried to avoid further impacts on the Yucca

Mountain Project. An additional 200 positions in the areas of quality assurance, program

integration, program management and waste acceptance were eliminated. We terminated most of

our waste acceptance, canister development, and transportation work. We will stop work on the

multi-purpose canister system after the design phase is completed in the spring of 1996.

Development and certification of legal-weight truck casks for transportation of spent fuel will

cease. Our cooperative agreements will be funded at substantially reduced levels.

The Conference Report directed that the repository program be reduced to focus on the core

scientific activities and recognized that preparation and submittal of a license application would be

deferred. As a result, of the reduced funding, our program target dates for constructing the

repository and emplacing waste also have been indefinitely deferred.

As Congress directed, and as I proposed at your October meeting, we will concentrate our work

on the unanswered technical questions regarding the conceptual design of the repository and its

expected performance. The objectives will be to conclude whether the technologies are in hand to

January 10, 1996 3



construct a repository at the Yucca Mountain site and to evaluate its probable performance based

upon the wealth of data we already have, or will have by 1998.

We have defined a new milestone for the Yucca Mountain Project in the form of specific work

products that will contribute to a "viability assessment," which will be-completed in 1998. As I

described to you last October, the specific work products are:

First, more specific design work on the critical elements of the repository and the waste

package. Our plan for fiscal year 1996 is to document the current conceptual level of

detail for the repository and waste package design. For the viability assessment, only

those aspects of the repository and waste package design that are critical to performance,

cost, and technical feasibility will be advanced beyond the conceptual stage.

* Second, a total system performance assessment, based upon this design concept and the

characterization data available to us which will describe the probable behavior of the

repository.

* Third, a plan and cost estimate for the remaining work required to complete a license

application.

* And finally, an estimate of the costs to construct and operate the repository.

January 10, 1996 4



This viability assessment is not the same as the technical site suitability evaluation contemplated in

the previous Program Approach. The viability assessment is intended to clarify the most uncertain

aspects of geologic disposal at Yucca Mountain. The components of the assessment will make

important contributions toward the development of a Secretarial recommendation to the

President and preparation of a license application to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; but

they will no.D be sufficient for either of these formal actions.

Although repository licensing activities are indefinitely deferred because of the 1996

appropriation, the long-range goal of submitting a successfiul license application to the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission remains central to the Program's mission. We believe that the program

should include a plan and target date for the submittal of a license application. It is apparent

from recent developments, however, that any such plan that depends upon funding levels beyond

reasonable expectations would constitute a defacto decision to abandon the repository initiative

prior to the license application.

Prospects for Licensing

As you may recall, the new Program Approach we adopted in fiscal year 1995 reduced the

projected cost of licensing the Yucca Mountain Projuct by about one billion dollars. The program

plan we were pursuing in fiscal year 1995, however, still contemplated the expenditure of an

additional $3.2 billion on Yucca Mountain from fiscal year 1996 through the license application in
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2001. We are now expecting to spend about $I billion through fiscal year 1998, which will

contribute to the work needed for an application.

The implication of these numbers is that, based upon the 1995 program approach, the completion

of a license application would entail an additional $2.5 billion of expenditures after 1998, if the

cost of extending the schedule is considered. It is clear to me that the Congress will be reluctant

to provide those resources, even if the outlook from the viability assessment is promising.

Several years ago Chairman Cantlon noted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that the

repository program's premature focus on demonstrating compliance with the details of the

regulations contributed to the program's excessive cost and schedule. This is one aspect of the

problem. It should be possible to move directly and efficiently from the viability assessment to a

license application, if we find that a repository at Yucca Mountain is indeed viable. The objective

should be to design a repository that is compatible with the geologic setting and to develop a

safety case to support a proposal to construct that repository. The licensing process should then

focus on examining the safety case to determine if public health and safety and the environment

are adequately protected.

I believe that it is both possible and necessary to revisit the regulatory basis that has given rise to

our earlier work plans. Most of the scientific factors central to those work plans have, or will

have, been addressed by 1998. Testing related to.long term performance can be done through the
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performance confirmation program during construction and operations prior to closure of the

repository. Much of the subsequent cost is associated with the documentation and presentation

and defense of the results. In my view, that cost can be significantly reduced if the focus of the

presentation and the licensing review is on the predictive performance of the repository and on the

safety case made for a specific repository design, rather than on a comprehensive discourse on

site characterization.

In the former case, those factors that are critical to the waste isolation strategy and to the other

vital engineering, safety, and environmental considerations, such as criticality, will be thoroughly

presented and supported. Those factors that prove to be less relevant can be bounded and put in

perspective with still rigorous but much less elegant trappings for documentation and review.

If this approach retains the essential requirements of a licensing process that concentrates on the

adequacy of a specific proposed facility, I believe that we can aspire to reestablish a target date

for a license application soon after the year 2000 at a sustainable level of funding. I believe this is

the only way the program can command the resources needed to retain geologic disposal as a

national strategy.

We intend to explore this approach and we are considering the revisions to our regulations that

would be needed to clarify our intentions. We intend to keep the Nuclear Regulatory
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Commission, the Environmental Protection Agency, our other regulators, the Congress, and

stakeholders, and, of course, the Board advised of our evaluation.

Beyond Fiscal Year 1996

The Administration remains committed to geologic disposal. The new targets for a repository

that are practicable will depend upon the policy and regulatory framework within which the

program will operate and upon our expectations for future funding. In planning this program,

however, given the current environment, I am reluctant to assume that we will receive future

funding levels that are very much greater than the current fiscal year.

Meanwhile, the Congress is still considering bills that would initiate an immediate start on interim

storage and potentially free the $85 million frozen by the fiscal year 1996 Appropriation Act. The

Hiuse has not yet brought H.R. 1020, a comprehensive authorization bill, to the floor. S. 1271, a

comparable bill, has been introduced in the Senate and a hearing was held in December.

Testifying at that hearing, Secretary ObLeary expressed the Administration's opposition to the

Senate measure. The Administration is concerned that an immediate interim storage initiative, in

the face of probable budgetary constraints, would place the repository program in jeopardy and

reduce the policy commitment to the long term strategy of geologic disposal. The President has

also expressed his opposition to the peremptory designation of Nevada as a site for an interim
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storage facility. The Secretary proposed that the following principles guide consideration of

legislation:

First, we must maintain the momentum which has been attained in the repository

investigation. This can be done by-funding the program at a level that is adequate to

resolve the major remaining technical uncertainties to support a viability a:;essment by

1998. Such funding will allow us to make an assessment of the viability of licensing and

constructing a repository at the Yucca Mountain site. If Yucca Mountain is a viable site

for a repository, we would expect to prepare the environmental impact statement, a formal

recommendation to the President, and license application.

* Second, we must revise the regulatory structure that guides the licensing of the repository.

Such revisions should reflect the experience of the past decade, the policy changes already

adopted, and the realities of budgetary constraints while maintaining necessary health and

safety constraints.

* Third, the selection of a site for interim storage should be based upon objective criteria.

The consideration of Nevada as a candidate site, or the determination of the need to

consider other candidate sites should await the results of the 1998 viability assessment of

the Yucca Mountain repository.
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* Fourth, the program should be authorized and directed to initiate generic interim storage

activities using the $85 million already appropriated and reserved for that purpose. This

would include requests for proposals to develop the nationwide transportation effort

needed to transfer spent nuclear fuel from reactors to an interim storage facility, wherever

it is located. The generic activities could also include non-site-specific engineering work

that wouid assist in beginning the licensing process.

* And most importantly, we must maintain standards and procedures that will assure that

the health and safety of the public and workers and the environment will be protected.

Closing

Certainly the past year has been an eventful one for this program. As I have often found to be the

situation, a great deal of policy has already been made by indirection, without the enactment of a

policy measure by the Congress and a Presidential approval. The FY 1996 budget cycle and the

debate in the Congress has already set some new constraints on the Program. The responses we

have already made will shape its future.

If we receive even modest future funding, I am confident that the direction we are now taking

will, by 1998, answer the important outstanding technical questions regarding the feasibility of

building the repository. If there is an aspect of the geologic setting that seriously contradicts our
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hypotheses and that will require substantial additional data collection, analyses, and modeling, we

are likely to discover it by 1998. If there are shortcomings in the available technologies or in our

engineering ability to implement the design concepts they will have become evident.

As the results of that work, societys ability to evaluate the feasibility of geologic disposal should

become much less philosophical and much-more practical. It will become very clear how the

geologic disposal option compares to alternatives. That result is worth the resources needed and

the only responsible course of action.

Thank you for your attention, and we look forward to a productive meeting with the Board.
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I

Background

* Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) required NRC to
establish criteria for approving or disapproving
construction, operation, and closure of repositories
- Required NRC to comment on DOE's Site Characterization

Plan

- Requires DOE to report to NRC semi-annually on the
progress of site characterization

Requires NRC to provide preliminary comments on the
sufficiency of site characterization and design information
for inclusion in a license application prior to site
recommendation by DOE

- Requires NRC to act on DOE's license application and to
approve or disapprove construction within 3 years (1 year
extension, if justified)

- Requires NRC to adopt DOE's EIS to the extent practicable

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 3



Background
(Continued)

* The "reactor model," leads to expectations that
detailed regulatory requirements and guidance are
necessary and can be developed now

".. . unlike a reactor, which is largely a manufactured product, the
predominant aspects of repository design and its relationship to
the geologic setting cannot be determined in advance of
information gained from site characterization, testing, and
analyses" *

* ". . . development of a first-of-a-kind geologic
repository cannot be undertaken in the same manner
as the siting and construction of a nuclear reactor" *
- The regulatory framework for nuclear reactors is based on over 40

years of operational experience and the precedents of over 100
licensing proceedings

- We do not have, nor can we reasonably expect to develop, the
precedents to establish such a framework for a repository

*OCRWM Director, Statement of Record for the Commission, 6/9/95

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 4



Licensing Approach

* It is incumbent upon us to define our program and
to develop the information we believe is needed to
address issues in a manner that meets rational cost
and schedule expectations
- We will describe what can be done within the constraints

imposed on us and then decide if it is good enough'

* The repository evaluation and design process is
heuristic
- Knowledge and understanding will be developed over time

and cannot be specified in detail in advance
- We are not yet at the point where we can confidently set

forth a credible compliance argument

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 5



Licensing Approach
(Continued)

* In our license application, we will demonstrate,
consistent with the NRC's reasonable assurance
standard, that our repository design and its geologic
setting will protect public health and safety and the
environment

* NRC, as the regulator, should provide feedback to
DOE in a timely manner regarding the regulatory
sufficiency of information we provide in the context
of NRC licensing requirements

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 6



Licensing Approach
(Continued)

* NRC comments and actions should' not create
expectations regarding the level of proof required
for licensing that cannot be satisfied
- This is a first-of-a-kind facility

- Uncertainties will be associated with demonstrating
waste isolation performance over thousands of years

- "For such long-term objectives and criteria, what is
required is reasonable assurance, making allowance
for the time period, hazards, and uncertainties
involved, that the outcome will be in conformance with
those objectives and criteria." [10 CFR 60.101(a)(2)]

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 7



Current Situation

* Message from Congress
- The OCRWM Program will not be funded at the level

assumed in the Program Plan
- For FY 1996: 630M vs 315 M (Program)

474M vs 250M (YMP)

• Funding targets for Yucca Mountain will not support
concurrent development of suitability, NEPA, and
licensing products

* Yucca Mountain Project has changed its focus to
support a viability assessment by 1999

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 8
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Viability Assessment

* Viability assessment mission: Complete a
repository disposal system design sufficient for
evaluation of performance and cost of development

* Key elements of viability assessment:
- Aspects of repository and waste package design

critical to performance, cost, and technical feasibility
advanced beyond conceptual design

- Total system performance assessment based on this
design concept and- site data available

- Plan and cost estimate to complete a license
application

- MGDS Total System Life Cycle Cost

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 9



Viability Assessment
(Continued)

* DOE will ensure that actions do not preclude ability
to prepare an adequate license application

* The long-range plan of submitting a successful
license application to NRC remains critical to the
Program's mission

* NRC's role: Provide feedback regarding regulatory
sufficiency of the technical products supporting the
viability assessment
- Technical synthesis reports

- Design products

- TSPA

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 10



Viability Assessment
(Continued)

* Under the current Program direction and funding,
DOE will be unable to provide:
- Additional revisions to the LA AO beyond Revision 0
- Additional topical report submittals
- Additional submittals to obtain SCA open item closure
- High level of support for Vertical Slice activities, even

for those items we-recognize as important

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 11



Viability Assessment
(Continued)

* DOE will not develop:

- Technical Basis Reports

- Guideline Compliance Assessments/Higher-Level
Findings

- Technical Site Suitability Evaluation

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/l-19-96 12
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Near-Term Interactions with NRC

* DOE will provide technical productsto the NRC as
they are developed

* With limited resources, we need to ensure that:
- Future interactions are focused on resolving issues
- We concentrate on those issues that are most

important
- We can demonstrate progress is being made

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 13



Near-Term Interactions with NRC
(Continued)

In FY 1996, DOE will:
- Produce Semi-annual Site Characterization Progress

Reports
- Submit Chapter 10 of the LA AO for NRC review (January

1996)
- Submit a response to NRC staff questions on Seismic

Topical Report I (January 1996)
- Submit a response to NRC comments on Disposal

Criticality Topical Report Annotated Outline (January 1996)
- Submit a supplemental response for the Erosion Topical

Report regarding Be-10 sample dating (April 1996)
- Conduct quarterly DOE-NRC Technical Meetings on ESF,

Management Meetings, and a limited number of focused
Technical Exchanges

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 14



Summary

* The Yucca Mountain Project is now focused on
supporting a viability assessment

* Activities supporting LA and EIS are deferred

* Because interactions with NRC will be minimal,
interactions need to be focused on resolving
important issues

* Therefore, DOE will have to make sure we focus our
collective resources on a consistent set of priorities

STEPHNRC.125. PPT4/1-19-96 15
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2 PROCEDURAL AGREEMENT BTWEEN THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION AND THE U.S.
3 DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY IDENTIFYING GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR INTERFACE DURING
4 GEOLOGIC SITS INVESTIGATION AND SITS CHARACTERIZATION
5
6 This Procedural Agreement outlines procedures for staff consultation and
7 exchange of information which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (R and the
8 U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and its designated contractors will observe in
9 connection with the characterization of sites for a geologic repository under

10 the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended NWPA). The purpose of these
11 procedures is to assure that an information flow is maintained between the two
12 agencies which will facilitate the accomplishment by each agency of its
13 responsibilities relative to site investigation and characterization under the
14 NWPA. The agreement is to assure that NRC receives adequate information on a
15 timely basis to enable NRC to review, evaluate, and comment on those DOE
16 activities of regulatory interest in accordance with DOE's project decision
17 schedule and thereby facilitate early identification of.potential licensing
18 issues for timely resolution. The agreement is to assure that DOE has prompt
19 access to NRC for discussions and explanations relative to the intent, meaning
20 and purpose of NRC comments and evaluations of DOE activities and so that DOE
21 can be aware, on a current basis, of the status of NRC actions relative to DOE
22 activities.
23
24 This Procedural Agreement shall be subject to the provisions of any project
25 decision schedule, or any schedules specifically related thereto, that may
26 hereafter be established by DOE, and any regulations that may hereafter be
27 adopted by NRC, pursuant to law. In particular, nothing herein shall be
28 construed to limit the authority of the Commission to require the submission
29 of information as part of a general plan for site characterization activities
30 to be conducted at a candidate site or the submission of reports on the nature
31 and extent of site characterization activities at a candidate site and the
32 information developed from such activities. -In accordance with 10 CFR
33 60.18(1), no action taken pursuant to this agreement shall be deemed to
34 constitute a commitment to issue any authorization or license, or in any way
35 affect the authority of the Commission, its officers, and staff, in any
36 licensing proceeding.
37
38 1. NRC On-Site Representatives
39
40 As early as practicable following area phase field work, NRC on-site
41 - representatives will be stationed at any site undergoing investigation
42 principally to serve as a point of prompt.informational exchange and
43 consultation and to preliminarily identify concerns about such
44 investigations relating to potential licensing issues.
45
46 2. Interactions
47
48 From the time this agreement is entered into; and for so long as site
49 characterization activities are being planned or are in progress, DOE and
50 NRC will schedule and hold interactions periodically.as provided in this
51 section. Interactions are classified as technical meetings, technical

Attachment 6
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d. Licensing and management meetings will be held whenever necessary, but
at least semi-anrnally, to review the summary results of the technical
interactions; to review the status of outstanding concerns and issues;
to discuss plans for resolution of outstanding items and issues to
update the schedule of technical meetings and other actions needed for
staff resolution of open items regarding site characterization
programs; and to consult on what guidance is advisable and necessary
for NRC to prepare. Unresolved management issues will be promptly
elevated to upper management for resolution. Licensing and management
meetings are conducted to discuss major nontechnical issues related to
program policy, schedules, scope, and major commitment of resources.
Any commitments that are made during the meeting will be doeumnted
into frmal eereeipgndenee by the arty(i ) Ma1Eing'th: commit:mnts.
AnU commitments that are ade will e documented in the aproved
minutes Gof the meetiag.

_ . . . . .

c. Harly interaetieno will be scheduled o needed te diseute ritten 1mc

e.

eemmcent en DO deuments uch as Ctudy lans, Deaf semi annual
pregreoo reports, and technical reports to fter a rmutual
uncrzotzndinsf T .emmeto and the in.frm. tiz. or nztiviti.c n c Or
staff relutin f the eaments.

Closed management meetings may be coduted in aordance with the
Commigsion Policy Statement on Staff Meetings Oneito theuli.

(59 ER 4340) hey MAy e 3ronosed by ither Aae~ncv an a intended
for discussions f bu2dget, schedule. or reogurc loading issues&tha
could affect their perations o lannina assumotions. They will be

;n fzrmelatin; lane far ati-;ities hieh OB will1 undezrtalzte
develop information needed fr taff reselution f potential liensing
isauze, DOE will teet with mc t provide an overview f theplan ao
that RC an comment n their uffieieney. Theoe dieauzoiens will be

held auttiently early o that any echangef that XJRe ammcents m-.ay
. .

_ _ ,

. t _ A _ _ s _ _ _
_ _; . ___ w_ - .. z __ is_ - A. . .D _ _ _____ _ A . _ , On _. . _\_

_, Ad 7v4 we vv _ _ _ , _ _

aetiVitis. 

JXnteactions between NBC and DOE offices other than the ffice of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Manaqement gncerning mtter relevant to
the insing f ites for A geologic Xeoositorv A/o for interim
toraSe facilities under the N-A hall be conducted in ardan=

with the rovisions of this ageement. Such interactigns will be
coordinated for DOE b the ffige f Civilian Radioactive Waste

CL& In--field vrificatigns will b2e conduteLd by NRC t2:'

TEXT TO BE PROVIDED BY NRC.

J~I formal technical discussions among EEC And DOE tecghnicl stff
pergonnl MA b cnducted in ardance wit th
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205 5. Agency Use of nformation
206
207 It is understood that information made available to either agency under
208 this agreement may be used at that agency's option in carrying out its
209 responsibilities.
210
211 6. Project Secific Agreements
212
213 Specific agreements will be developed for each project and site under
214 investigation.
215
216 7. Consultations
217
218 Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as limiting forms of
219 informal consultation not mentioned in this agreement (for example,
220 telephone conversation or exchanges of reports). These other
221 consultations will be documented in a timely manner.
222
223 B. OA Audits and Surveillances
224
225 NRC staff, nd conniztent with eeeurity aeeoo nd afete rulze& 
226 hi;A representatives from affected units of State, local
227 governments, and Indian Tribes, will be permitted, consitentWi
228 security access and safety rule. to observe DOE QA audits and
229 surveillances. In addition, the NRC may perform audits of DOE and
230 participant QA programs.
231
232
233 Signature Blocks
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241 Dr. Daniel A. Dreyfus, Director Carl J. Paperiello, Director
242 Office of Civilian Radioactive Office of Nuclear Material Safety
243 Waste Management and Safeguards
244 U.S. Department of Energy , U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
245
246
247
248
249 Date: Date:
250
251
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259 AGREEMENT- BETWEEN THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE
260 WASTE MANAGEMENT AND THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION DIVISION OF HIGH-LZVEL
261 WASTE MANAGEMENT DURING SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROGRAMS AND PRIOR TO THE
262 SUBMITTAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO CONSTRUCT A REPOSITORY
263
264
265 This agreement implementse on a repository project-specific basis, the
266 "Procedural Agreement Between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S.
267 Department of Energy Identifying Guiding Principles for Interface During
268 Geologic Site Investigation and Site Characterization" (hereafter referred to
269 as the Procedural Agreement) made between the Uips Nuclear Regulatory
270 Commission=L and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and supersedes all
271 previous project-specific agreement(s) between NRC's Division of High el
272 Waste Management (QWM) and DOE's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
273 Management (OCRWM) regarding information exchange and consultation for
274 potential repository sites. This agreement implements Section 6 of the
275 Procedural Agreement which requires that project-specific agreements, tailored
276 to the specific project and reflecting differences in sites and project
277 organizations be negotiated to implement the principles established in the
278 Procedural Agreement. Because this repository project level agreement is
279 drawn-to implement the principles set forth in the Procedural Agreement,
280 appendices detailing repository project-specific items will be developed as
281 necessary. These appendices will be updated, added to, or changed as.
282 required. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed either to modify the
283 Procedural Agreement in any way or to confer rights on any party other than
184 the parties to these agreements.
285
286 1. NRC On-Site Representatives (ORs)
287
288 At such time as the NRC ORs are stationed at the site, they are to be
289 provided with office space that is near the DOE project office and site.
290 activities. Where such office space can be provided, DOE is to provide
291 such space near the site activities and the NRC is to provide space that
292 can be visited by the public.
293
294 The NRC OR shall be afforded access to personnel, project records and
295 facilities at the respective site, research facilities and other
296 contractor and subcontractor areas. Access'will be subject to
297 applicable requirements for proper identification and compliance with
298 applicable access control measures for security, radiological
299 protection and personnel safety. DOE will identify, at the time it
300 makes information available to NRC, any records which it considers
301 exempt from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act.
302 NRC, following consultation with DOE, will withhold such information
303 from public disclosure to the extent stated in 10 CFR Part 9. Records
304 as used above are defined as all records that would be generally
305 relevant to a potential licensing decision by the Commission.
306 Included in this category are records kept by.DOE and DOE contractors
307 and subcontractors accessible to DOE.
308
309 Project-specific conditions are discussed in the appendices.
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361 minutes should be the list of attendees. In the body, the minutes
362 should describe the presentations made and the discussions held during
363 the interaction. The reort will document any cogmitments that are
364 made by either artv A the meeLing. Information presented in the
365 minutes will only report the events that took place during the
366 interaction. Copies of-presentation materials should be included as
367 attachments to the minutes. Copies of materials such as preliminary
368 data, maps, logs, and laboratory books discussed at site visits are
369 not prepared as-documentation of the interaction. Documentation may
370 be provided, upon request, to a participant on a site visit in
371 accordance with Section 3a of the Procedural Agreement. Following
372 preparation of the minutes and an informal review within DOE and NRC
373 to assure accuracy, NRC and DOE lead representatives will sign the
374 minutes. An opportunity will be provided for representatives from the
375 State, affected units of local government, and affected Indian Tribes
376 to include in the summary any positions they had taken in the
377 interaction. DOE and NRC will issue interaction reports within 30
378 days after the interaction. If a jointly approved NRC/DOE interaction
379 report is not issued within 30 days, NRC and DOE may elect to issue an
380 independent record of events of the interaction. Interaction reports
381 will be provided to the State, affected units of local government,
382 affected Indian Tribes, and the NRC and DOE PDRs. NRC will provide
383 the joint reports. If DOE and NRC issue separate reports, each agency
384 will be responsible for providing only its own report.
385
386 3. Timely Release of Information
387
388 A. Report Inventory
389
390 Each agency will develop as soon as practicable and thereafter
-391 maintain and exchange an inventory of reports, plans, procedures, and
392 technical positions (products) both completed and in process. This
393 inventory will include descriptions of product scope and purpose as
394 well as the scheduled dates for- completion of draft and final
395 products. The inventories will be updated and exchanged at least
396 semi-annually. This will allow each agency to request products from
397 the other.
398
399 B. Points of Contact
400
401 Respective points of contact for DOE and NRC are defined in
402 appropriate appendices. Either agency may change their points of
403 contact unilaterally with priosrQ notification to the other party.
404 Other organizations within NRC-working on the high-level waste
405 repository will use these designated points of contact within NRC's
406 HLRWM for interactions with DOE's OCRWM. Details of the information
407 exchange will be determined by DOE requirements and defined in
408 appendices as appropriate.
409 '
410 Telephonic communications covered under Item c in Appendix 1 are
411 intended solely for the exchange of information and ideas by NRC and
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463 bass beceft available an line t the participants, the RC will be
464 allowed on line, road only eomputer a----- to these systems provided
465 that all ueatiene f eeeurity, and comparable aeeese to te tate
466 and the public an be reolved in a manner that preteet t integrity
467 of the system.
468
469 Deaauze e t prelirnary- nature ef these date, all smelt data plaeeel
470 in t PRn ill arn- t fllzing aveat; "QA :eleks n date
471 eentair.ed here have nly ben Vrrnd t dtermine that the date.
472 ha: een btained a.d deIm.td raprly. DOE eautiin th _
473 infrmatiar i iomplete and preliminary. This iformation in
474 subjeet t hange as a ner represntative data base IS _::umulatd.
475 ..ranaly and int-r-rtatin etld b _Se _ eerdin.yly._

476
477 Bca s f the evovina nature f ite haracteristics data. the
47B following Caveat ill Accgmpany all data gvided by the Proec
479 Office: "CAUTION, this i the best available data to date. however.
480 internretationU based on theCse data are sukject o chance asm2re data
481 sacruired or eveloQed.n"
482
483 NRC will also notify DOE of IjDI"! schedule (and those of its
484 contractors) of planned field and laboratory testing conducted at or
485 with samples from the potential repository site and will establish,
486 maintain, update, and provide to DOE an inventory of, and access to,
487 data as described in the preceding paragraphs.
488
489 Upon request by NRC or DOE, either party will provide the other a
490 controlled copy(ies) of any specially developed or modified computer
491 programs (including & programing within emmereially available naftware
492 and an::iatd -irh-i prrrnewor..-g data) used in

493 Codutinm site characterization analyses, performance
494 assessments, design analyses, and-ee4g drawings, subject to
495 resolution of proprietary, privileged, or licensing concerns. Such
496 programs will be available to RC or DOE upon citation in a
497 programmatic document (i.e., documents published by either party).
498 Each party must maintain this software under its own appropriate
499 software configuration management controls. Such programs will be
500 -provided in a mutually agreed upon electronic medium.. Each party will
50 provide relevant specifications for use of requested software;
502 however, each party will be responsible for acquisition and
503 maintenance of the commercially available software and/or hardware
504 ' needed to run the programs requested. Each party will pay for any
505 respective licensing and maintenance costs associated with such
506 hardware and/or software.
507

* "read-only" means that the data file can be read, copied, and down-
loaded (ie., the copied portion of the file can be electronically transmitted
to another file for the reader's use), but that no manipulation or changes to
the original master data file can be performed by the reader.
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Appendices 3-6

Appendix 7

Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Prejee Office (YMUO)

Acquisition Of Samples During Site Characterization

Activities By NRC Contractors
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'Agreement Concerning The Nuclear Regulatory Commission n-
Site Representative For The Repository Projects During Site

Characterization -
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ADvendix 1

YUCCA MOUNTAIN STUE CHARACTERIZATION PGJFe-OFFIC (AUPO)

Points of contact between NRC and DOE pjeeetconcerning Yucca Mountain
site characterization.

a. 10 CFR Part 60 Level Communications (e.g., Site
Characterization Plan (SCP); Site Characterization Analysis; SCP
Progress Reports, eemmente n thes dumzete) _notated Outlin
for a License A&Dligatign.

Director, NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards to and from Director, DOE Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management

DOE ARC~~~~~~~~~E

Director
Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste
Management

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. -20585

Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 6-E-6 .
Washington, D.C. 20555

Formal Communications on aste Acceptance. storage. and TranSortation
Issues and PolicY Issues Affcting Yucca MountinL Site
Characterization

plirecto
program Management and

Integration
Office f Civilian Radioactiv
Waste Management

U .S. Department of Energy
Washington. DC. 2Q585

grapch Qie
High-Level Waste and Uranium

Regovery ProiectlBranh
Division of Waste Manageme '
U.S.Nuclear Rcuwlatov CMmigssion

M a il S o 4-H-3
Washintion Do. 20555

< -QuFormal Communications Secificllv Related to YUcca Mountain
Site Characterization

DOE YMSCO assistant Manager for Suitability and Licensingto and
from ERC Branch Chief. High-Level Waste and Uranium Recovery
prolectS Branch ^
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660

661

662

663

664

665
666

667
668

Exploratory Geotechnical C44ief, Bteleratery

Studies Facility Engineering Section Ctudieo Ffaility
Leader or designee Bl m4UMF0LTe

Leader. Construction

_ ES~~~~~NFISBIEIGS _

Geology Geology-Geophysics Chie£, Citc
Section Leader or In vestigation
designee .J.emsp am Leade.

Hydrology Hydrologic Transport Chief, Cite
Section Leader or Inveotigationo
designeer

legm Leade

Geochemistry Hydrologic Transport ChiMf, Citc
Section Leader or Investiyatians
designee BE Te ar

AREA NRC DOE

Scientific InteFratin Yucca Mountain oiect WNS ICM Lader.
Scientific Integration

Performance Assessmet _ epositor 2XPerformaBc Am TeamLader
A sessment Section Technical SYnthesim
Leader or desicnee

Site uitability Yucca Mountain Projec, ASL Team Leader, Site
I ganager S~~~~~~~uitabilit=

Igic=ensYinu Xcca Mountain Project AMSL Team Leader

Information ystems! Yucca Mountain Pojec MSL Team eade
ata TransfeF' manmage Technical Synthesis

gystemg anY Xucca Mountain roject AMW5 Team Leader.

. B~~~ecruireMfn.E

669
670
671
672
673

-674
*675
676
677

am

pMEFQ - Assistant Manager for Engineering and Field Oerations

AMSL - Assistant Manaager for itability and Licensin

AMSP - Aitant Manaer for Scientific Przozam
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684-
685' Appendix 2
686
687 ACQUISITION OF SAMPLES DURING SITE
688 CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES BY NRC CONTRACTORS
689
690 Requests for collection of samples (e.g., geologic, simulated glass, concrete,
691 steel, water, air, plants, animals, etc.), with NRC-supplied specifications
692 and for which a process o acquisition is not specified in a Yucca Mountain
693 PejeetSite Charagterization Office (YMUPO) Administrative r Draneh
694 Tleehnieal Procedure, are recognized by DOE as legitimate. Upon review and
695 acceptance of the request, DOE will arrange for NRC to receive such requested
696 materials in response to a written request. DOE may request NRC, on acase-
697 by-case basis, to reevaluate the amount of sample material requested in light
698. of the needs of the site characterization program and the availability of
699 samples. DOE will prepare NRC-specified samples for transport.
700
701 Controlled copies of all applicable YM2PO ftamples Acquisition and Hfandling
702 P1rocedures will be provided to the NRC's Director, Repository Licensing and
703 Quality Assurance Project Directorate, Division of High-Level Waste Management
704 or designee. The NRC will use these procedures to request samples from DOE,
705. which are being obtained as part of the site characterization program.
706
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1 -

-2 PROCEDURAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION AND THE U.S.
.3 DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY IDENTIFYING GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR INTERFACE DURING
4 GEOLOGIC SITE INVESTIGATION AND SITE CHARACTERIZATION

6 This Procedural Agreement outlines procedures for staff-consultation and
7 exchange of information which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the
BS U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and its .designated contractors will'observe in
9 connection with the characterization of-sites for a geologic repository under

10 the Nuclear Waste Policy Act-of 1982, as amended (NWPA). The purpose of these
21 procedures is to assure that an information flow is maintained between the two
12 agencies which will facilitate the accomplishment by-each agency of its
13 responsibilities relative to site investigation and characterization under the
14 NWPA. The agreement is to assure that NRC receives adequate information on a
15 timely basis to enable NRC .to review, evaluate, and comment on those DOE
16 activities of regulatory interest in'accordance with DOE's project decision
17 schedule and thereby facilitate early identification of.potential licensing
18 issues for timely resolution. The agreement is to assure that DOE has prompt
19 access to NRC for discussions and explanations relative to the intent, meaning
20. and purpose of NRC comments and evaluations of DOE activities and so that DOE
21 can be aware, ona current basis, of the status of NRC actions relative to DOE
22 activities. --
23

24 This Procedural Agreement shall be subject to the provisions of any project
25 decision schedule, or any schedules specifically related thereto, that may
26 hereafter be established by DOE, and any regulations that may hereafter be
27 adopted by NRC, pursuant to law. -In particular, nothing herein shall be
28. construed to limit the authority of-the Commission to require the submission
29 of information as part ofa general plan for site characterization activities
30 to be conducted at a candidate site or the submission of reports on the nature
31 and extent of site characterization activities at a candidate site and the
32 information developed from such activities. In accordance with 10 CFR
33 60.18(1), no action taken pursuant to this agreement shall be deemed to
34 constitute a-commitment to issue any authorization or license, or in any way
35 affect the authority of the Commission, its officers, and staff, in any.
36 licensing proceeding. - ' - '

37
38 1. NRC On-Site Representatives
39
40 As early as practicable following area phase field work, NRC on-site
41 - representatives will be stationed at any site undergoing investigation
42 principally to serv'e as apoint of prompt.informational exchange and
43 consultation and to preliminarily identify concerns about such
44 investigations relating to potential licensing issues.
45
46 2. Interactions
47
48 From the time this agreement is entered into; and for so long as site
49 characterization activities are being planned or are'in progress, DOE and
50 NRC will schedule and hold interactions periodically .as provided in this
51 section. Interactions are classified as technical meetings, technical

Attachment 6
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52 exchanges, site visits, or licensing and management meetings. A written
53 report agreed to by both DOE and NRC will be prepared for each
54 interaction.
55
56 a. Technical meetings will be held between DOE and NRC technical/
57 licensing staff to: review and consult on interpretations of data;
58 discuss written NRC comments on DOE documents: identify potential
59 licensing issues; agree upon the sufficiency of available information
60 and data; and agree upon methods and approaches for the acquisition of
61 additional information and data as needed to facilitate NRC reviews
62 and evaluations and for staff resolution of such potential licensing
63 issues. Technical meetings may be a forum for the expression of
64 technical/regulatory policy, negotiation of commitments and an
65 agreement on the acceptability of actions on the part of both
66 agencies. Any commitments that are made will be documented in the
67 approved minutes of the meeting.
68
69 b. Technical exchanges will be held between DOE and NRC technical/
70 licensing staff to: discuss a specific technical and/or regulatory
71 topic within their areas of expertise (e.g., geology, hydrology,
72 seismology, waste package design, repository design). The primary
73 purpose of a technical exchange is to promote a better mutual
74 understanding of the topic prior to an officially established
75 technical or regulatory position. For example, a discussion of the
76 mechanism of a process, the occurrence of a particular event, or the
77 technical aspects of regulatory interpretations is appropriate for
78 discussion during a technical exchange. Technical exchanges will not
79 be used as a forum to officially establish or change technical and/or
80 regulatory positions, or extract commitments, or agree to courses of
81 action.
82
83 c. Site visits will be held between DOE and NRC technical staff to:
84 explain technical information related to ongoing field or laboratory
85 site characterization activities; and visit locations at the site for
86. field briefings and discussions of preliminary data and interpretation
87 derived from ongoing work. The primary purpose of a site visit is for
88 both agencies to benefit from discussion of technical topics in the
89. field. The itinerary for site visits will be developed and noticed
90 similar to a technical exchange agenda. The,documentation
91 requirements for the proceedings of site visits are not the same as
92 for technical exchanges, due to the formative nature of preliminary
93 data and interpretations. Site visits will not be used as a forum to
94 officially establish or change technical and/or regulatory positions,
95 establish commitments, nor agree to courses of action. Proceedings
96 covered by Appendix 7 of the "Agreement Between the U.S. Department of
97 Energy Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management and the Nuclear.
98 Regulatory Commission Division of High-Level Waste Management During
99 Site Characterization Programs and Prior to the Submittal of an -

100 Application for Authorization to Construct a Repository" (hereafter
.101 referred to as the Repository Project-Specific Agreement) do not apply
102 to site visits.
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d. Licensing and management meetings will be held whenever necessary, but
at least semi-anrwally, to review the summary results of the technical

- interactions; to review the status of outstanding concerns and issues;
to discuss plans for resolution of outstanding items'and issues to
update the schedule of technical meetings and other actions needed for

- staff resolution of open items regarding site characterization
programs; and to consult on what guidance is advisable and necessary
for NRC to prepare. Unresolved management issues will be promptly
elevated to upper management for resolution. Licensing and management
meetings are conducted to discuss major nontechnical issues related to

, program policy, schedules, scope, and major commitment of resources.
Any emmitmiets that ar d maws uriung th meting wi_ we ocutnta
into frmal eerrespendenee by the party (iao) aien; tharnmmitmento.

Any commitments that are Made will be documented in the apprved
Minutes of the meeting-.-

c. Early interaetiens will be oeheduled as needed to dioeuoo written NRC
zommntz an DO dumento uch as Study Plans, DOE's semi annual

19regres raeperte, and tehnieal rperts ta fatraiutual
,understanding'af eemmente and the information or aativitiai needed fr
staff rzalutien of the eamment.- -

* *~ Closed management meetings may be conducted in accordance with the
"Commission Policy Statement on Staff Meetings Opei to the Public."

,(59 FR 48340) They may be proposed by either agency and are intended
for discussions of budget, schedule.lor resource loading issues that
could affect their operations or planning assumptions. They will be
announced.,

En. In frmulating plans fr ativitiae which DOE will undertake to

develep infermatien needed fr -taff ralutien ef petential liensoing
issues. D * will meet with NR t ___ .: f lani a

that }EC an commrnt on their niuffieiecny.' These diwuiano will be
held suffiiently early that 'any hangoe'that FRC ermaents may
entaigl an he duly eeneiderzd by BOB. in a m~aier nat te dalay DOE

;^ Interactions between NRC and DOE offices other than the Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management concerning matters relevant to
the licensing of sites for a geologic repository and/or for interim
storage facilities under the NWPA shall be conducted in accordance

- with the rovisions of this agreement. Such interactions will be
coordinated for DOE by the-Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
ManacgemenL, -- 

9 In-field verifications will be conducted by NRC to:'-

TEXT TO BE PRQVIDED By ARC. :

L Informal technical discussions among NRC and DOE technical staff
oertsonnel may be conducted in accordance with the following
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154 guidelines. The discussions are to be strictly technical. Initial
155 contacts among NRC and DOE staff (and/or contractors) are topbe
156 preceded by communications between the oints of contact fo
157 informal technical communications (e.g.., telephone calls) listed in
158 Appendix 1 of this Procedural Agreement (to be developed). Durinqs
159 the discussions. no positions may be taken by either side no
160 direction of work may be provided by either side: and no
161 modification of work is to be the immediate result of the informal
162 technical discussions
163
164 E. Schedules of activities pertaining to interactions will be made
165 publicly available. Potential host States, affected units of local
166 government, and affected Indian Tribes will be notified and invited to
.167 attend interactions covered in this section (Section 2, Interactions).
168 The notification will be given on a timely basis by NRC 10 working
169 days prior to the interaction, wheewheneve possible. These
170 interactions will be open, with members of the public being permitted
171 to attend as observers.
172
173 3. Timely Release of Information
174
175 a. Data collected during site investigations will be made available A
176 -rom NRC n a utreent, continuing basis after DE ( ReB
177 contractor) perfermi internal checks that ar iherent in2=
178 performed t determini4g that the data were obtained and documented
179 properly, in accordance with applicable quality assurance requirements
180 and procedures.
181
182 b. DOE's analyses and evaluations of data will be made available to NRC
183 in a timely mannc-gn a mutually agreed uapon schedule.
184
185 c. DOE will provide, in a timely marer t RC, ontrolled copies of any
186 specially developed computer programs used in making site
187 characterization analyses, performance assessments, or design analyses
188 to the NRC on a mutually agreed upon schedule.
189
190 NRC will provide ro the DOE acknowledgement of and response to formal
191 DOE requests for comments on study plans. reports. and other
192 submittals on a mutually agreed upon schedule.

-193
194 4. Samples
195
196 In accordance with Appendix 2, "Acquisition of Samples During Site
197 Characterization Activities by NRC Contractors," of the Repository
198 Project-Specific Agreement and applicable DOE controlled administrative
199 procedures, DOE will provide NRC with samples to be used by NRC for
200 independent analysis and evaluation. Controlled copies of the applicable
201 procedures shall be provided to the NRC's Direeter, Repesitery Lieensing
202 and Quality Assuranee Project Dirztarata~ranch Chief. Division of Waste
203 Management. High-Level Waste and Uranium Recovery Projects Branch or
204 designee.
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5. Aencv Use of Information

- It is understood that information made available to either agency under
this agreement may be used at that agency's option in carrying out its
responsibilities.

6. Project Secific Areements

- Specific'agreements will'be developed for each project and site under
investigation.

7. Consultations'-

Nothing in this agreement-shall be construed as limiting form of
informal consultation not mentioned in this agreement (for example,
telephone conversation or exchanges of reports). These other
consultations will be documented in a timely manner.

8. OA Audits and Surveillances

NRC staff , and onsiatent with seeurity ziesSo and iafety rule&, hA
SS]L~iN representatives from affected units of State, local
governments, and Indian Tribes, will be permitted. consistent with
security access and safety rules. to observe DOE QA audits and
surveillances. In addition, the NRC may perform audits of DOE and'
participant QA programs.'

Sicnature Blocks

Dr. Daniel A. Dreyfus, Director
Office'of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy

Carl J. Paperiello, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

40

Date: Date:
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Informa Communications: Points of Contact

TO BE DEVELOPED
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259 AGREEMENT-BETWEEN THE U.S. DPARTMENT OF ENERGY OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE
-260 WASTE MANAGEMENT AND THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION DIVISION OF HIGH-LEVEL
261 WASTE MANAGEMENT DURING SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROGRAMS AND PRIOR TO THE
262 SUBMITTAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO CONSTRUCT A REPOSITORY
263
264
265 This agreement implementsg' on a repository project-specific basis, the
266 "Procedural Agreement Between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S.
267 Department of Energy Identifying Guiding Principlesifor Interface During
268 Geologic Site Investigation and Site Characterization" (hereafter referred to
269 as the Procedural Areement) made between the VLI% Nuclear Regulatory
270 Commission and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and supersedes all
271 previous project-specific agreement(s) between NRC's Division of- High evel
272 Waste Management (HEWM) and DOE's Office-of Civilian Radioactive Waste
273 Management (OCRWM) regarding information exchange and-consultation for
274 potential repository sites. This agreement implements Section 6 of the
275 Procedural Agreement which requires that project-specific agreements, tailored
276 to the specific project and reflecting differences in sites and project
277 -organizations be negotiated to implement the principles established in the
278. Procedural Agreement. Because this repository project level agreement is
279 drawn to implement the principles set forth -in the Procedural Agreement,
280 appendices detailing repository project-specific items will be developed as
281 -necessary. These appendices will be updated, added to, or changed as.
282 required. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed either to modify the
283 Procedural Agreement in any way or to confer rights on any party other than
284 the parties to these agreements.
285 -

286 1. NRC On-Site Representatives (ORs)
287 A
.288 'At such time as the NRC ORs are stationed at the site, they are to be
289 provided with office'space that is near the DOE project office and site.
290 activities. Where such office space can -be provided, DOE is to provide
291 such space near the site activities and the NRC is to provide space that
292 can be visited by the public. -

293 -
294 ' The NRC OR shall be afforded access to personnel, project records and
295 facilities at the respective site, research facilities and other
296 ' contractor and subcontractor areas. Access will be subject to
297 applicable requirements for proper identification and compliance with
298 applicable access control measures for security, radiological
299 -,protection and personnel safety. DOE will-identify,-at the time it
300 makes information available to NRC, any records'which it considers.
301 exempt-from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act.
302 NRC, following consultation with DOE, will withhold such information
303 from public disclosure to the extent stated in 10 CFR Part 9. Records
304 as used above are defined as all records that would be generally
305 relevant to a potential licensing decision by the Commission.
306 Included in this category are records kept by.DOE and-DOE contractors
307 and subcontractors accessible to DOE.
-308 - . . . - -

309 Project-specific cond.itions are discussed in the appendices.
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2. Interactions

A. Interactions

Schedules agreed on, pursuant to Section 2, of the Procedural
Agreement, for future interactions covering approximately a six month
period will be updated at least bi-weekly and made available in the
NR lal and headquarters public document room& (PDRe) f both M?u
and GB. In addition, toll-free telephone services will be operated
by DOB hadquarters and NRC to announce the meeting schedules.-A
deseriptien f this preeeeo fe malting the shedulie f upcoming
interaetiens publicly available will be provided by a DO aual
Federal Rgioter flatiee. Representatives from the affected State,
units of local governments, and Indian Tribes will be given the
opportunity to participate at the interactions. These interactions
will be open, with members of the public being permitted to attend as
observers, consistent with security access and safety rules.

Dates for major interactions will be agreed to as far in advance
as is practicable, with a time frame of six months in advance as
the goal. Final agreement as to agenda and participants will both
be reached normally a minimum of 10 working days prior to the
scheduled date for the meeting and be made available in the PDRs.
Deviations from the agreed to agenda will be discussed among all
organizations that participate in developing the agenda. Changes
will be agreed upon by DOE and NRC. Although both agencies will
use their best efforts to provide the indicated lead times,
nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing the
scheduling of interactions with shorter lead times by mutual
agency agreement.

B. Licensing and Management Meetings

As part of the discussion during licensing and management meetings
held under Section 2c of the Procedural Agreement, issues related to
policy, budget, program scope, commitment of resources and program
schedules may be included as appropriate. The procedures established
in Section 2A above regarding dissemination of-schedules and agendas
for the technical interactions will also be used to disseminate
schedules and ageldas for the licensing and management meetings. Any
eewomitmento that arc made during the meting will be dumented into
fVral aerrexpendern by the party(les) malting the eemmitment-B"
commitments that are made will be documented in the approved written
report of the meeting.

C. Interaction Reports

The format of the interaction report should include a short
introductory paragraph stating the date of the interaction, the
organizations that participated, and the purpose. Attached to the
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361 minutes should be the.list of attendees. In the body, the minutes
362 -should describe the presentations made and the discussions held during
*363 the interaction. The rort will document any commitments that are.
364 made by either party at the meetin, Information presented in the
365 minutes will only report the events that took place during the
366 interaction. Copies of presentation materials should be included as
367 attachments to the minutes.5 Copies of'materials such as preliminary
368 data, maps,-logs, and laboratory books discussed at site visits are
369 not prepared as documentation of the interaction. Documentation may
370 be provided, upon request, to a participant on a site visit in
371 accordance with Section 3a of the Procedural Agreement. Following
372 . preparation of the minutes and an -informal review within DOE and NRC
373 to assure accuracy, NRC and DOE lead representatives will sign the
374 - minutes. An opportunity will be provided for representatives from the
375 State, affected units of local government, and affected Indian Tribes
376 to include in the summary any positions they had taken in the
377 * interaction. DOE and NRC will issue interaction reports within 30
378 days after the interaction. If a jointly approved NRC/DOE interaction
379 report is not issued within 30 days, NRC and DOE may elect to issue an
380 independent record of events of the interaction. Interaction reports
381 will be provided to the State,- affected units of local government,
382 affected Indian Tribes, and the NRC and DOE PDRs. NRC will provide.
383 the joint reports. If'DOE and NRC issue separate reports, each agency
384 will be responsible for providing only its own report.
385.
386 3. Timely Release of Information
387
388 A. Report Inventory
389
390 ' Each agency will develop as-soon as practicable and thereafter
-391 maintain and exchange an inventory of reports, plans, procedures, and
392 technical positions (products) both completed and in process. This
393 inventory will include descriptions of product scope and purpose as
394 well as the scheduled dates for-completion of draft and final
395 ' products. The inventories will be updated and exchanged at least
396 semi-annually. This will.allow each agency to request products from
397 the other.
398
399 B. Points of Contact
400-.
-401 .Respective points of:contact for DOE and NRC are defined in
402' appropriate appendices.- Either agency may'change their points of
*403 contact unilaterally with p notification to the other party.
404 other organizations within-NRC-working on.the.high-level waste
405 repository will use these designated points of contact within NRC's
406 . HEWM for interactions with DOE's OCRWM. Details of the information
407 exchange will be determined by DOE requirements and defined in '
408 appendices as appropriate.
409
410 Telephonic communications covered under Item c in Appendix 1 are
411 intended solely for the exchange of information and ideas by NRC and
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DOE personnel involved in the various technical areas relating to the
site information program for the potential repository site.
Individuals participating in such communications have no authority to
present official NRC or DOE positions, or to make official policy
statements on behalf of either NRC or DOE.

C. Site Characterization Data for the Potential Repository Site.

To keep the NRC on-site representative informed regarding what data
will be forthcoming and when, DOE will notify the on-site -

representative of the schedule of planned field and laboratory testing
covering as long a period as practicable. The representative will
also be notified of changes to the test schedule.

DOE will develop, as sn as practieable, and thereafer-maintain a
catalog of all site characterization and other related technical data,
except those excluded by law. The information pertaining to the
technical data entered in the catalog will include a description of
the data. when the data were acquired or developed (the aualification
status of the data). and the location where the data is stored. This
catalog will be maintained in a computerized data base. available for
read-only' access by NRC. In addition. DOE will revise and publish a
hard copy of the catalog on a quarterly basis, Dzezriptiens f data
i.n the atalg will inalude. im, plaee, an mth.d e au:itlean,
a. indicatin f the ecoe of the information, and the leatiar whr
thay may be emaaind. This atalog will be maintained in a eemputer
data base, adily available fr rad nly aeess by the NRC, a an
as pssible, in a mutually agreed upon eleetrenic frmat by NRC and
DGE. The data atalog will be updated in aordanae with DOB
prazaduan. When deaped and impl_a.ntAd, revisian t the

decumentatien fr aen t the data ataley will be provided to }RC
aB they art made. DOB will revise the data atalog n a uarterly
basis and pavide NRC with a hard eepy r a mutually agreeable
eleetronie format and medium ntil eemputer aeeaen i available.

Upon NRC;A request and at a location Udehesee by DOE, DOE will
make preliminary data available to NRC for examination. After the
quality auranee checks specified in Section 3a of the Procedural
Agreement have been completed and the data have been submitted to DOE,
NRC may request that data in hard copy or electronic format. DOE
maintains a computerized data base of technical data submitted to the
Project Office by the project's articipants. NRC will be allowed on-
line read only access to the technical data? however, in order to
ensure the use of the most up-to-date. aualified data in support gf
critical analyses and evaluations. DOE officially sanctioned technical
data will be provided upon letter request. (whieh will nrmally be
within 4 days from data aisition either in the labaratery r in
the field), data will b pev! d aNMRC in hard eepy frmat, r in a
mutually agreeable leetrenie frmat and medium upon requet. As ite
eharaeterization proceeds, DOE may find it advantageous to maintain
eleetranie data bases eentainin_ bania prAeensad date. A these data
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463 bases become aailable en line t the participants, the Nmc will be
464 .allowad on line, read only computzr azzzoo to thzo ootemo provided
465 that all questions f o:eurity, aned cmparable aeeeoo to the State
466 nd, the Puili eaf b z vdi ~n~ that preteete the nzrt
467 of the y
468
469 D:eause of the preliminary nature f theo data', all euth data placed
470 ein the rDn will carry the fallowing aveat. "QA eheeles on data
4 71 cntain'd here have nly been perfrmed ta determin: that the data.
47 hae ben t and da:utanted praprly. DOE no- teat ay
473 'information i inaomplete and preliminary. This inforation io
474 subjeet t hange a a mre represetativz datJ baoc' ee tumulated.
475 -&"a anlYz and intar p:tatiene _hauld b ade a___rdin.Y ."_
476 -

477 Because of the evolving nature of site characteristics data. he
478 following caveat will accompany all data provided by the Project
479 Office: "CATION. this is the best available data to date. however.
480 interpretations ased on these data are subject to change as more data
481 - is acauired or develoed --
482
483 NRC will also notify DOE of 6A;*e. schedule (and those of its
484 contractors) of planned field and laboratory testing conducted at or
485 with samples from the potential repository site and will establish,
486 maintain, update, and provide to DOE an inventory of, and access to,
487 data as described in the preceding paragraphs.
488
489 Upon request by NRC or DOE, either party will provide the'other a
490 ' controlled copy(ies) of any specially developed or modified computer
491 programs (including programming within commercially aailkabe zaftware
492 and a-aiteAd lir~drng regrams r prey ai dta) used in
493 Condutincmlekr site characterization analyses, performance
4-94 assessments, design analyses, and-deisgn drawings, subject to
495 resolution of progrietary, privileged, or licensing concerns. Such
496 programs will be available to NRC or DOE upon citation in a
497 programmatic document. (i.e., documents published by either party).
498 Each party must maintain this software under its own appropriate
499 software configuration management controls. Such programs will be
S00 provided in a mutually agreed upon electronic medium.. Each party will
501 provide relevant specifications for use of requested software;'
502 however, each party will be responsible for acquisition and
503 maintenance of the commercially'available software and/or hardware
504 needed' to run the programs requested. Each partywill pay for any
.505 respective licensing and maintenance costs associated with such
506 hardware and/or software.
507

l "read-only" means that the data file can be read, copied, and down-
loaded (ie., the copied portion of the file can be electronically transmitted
to another file for the reader's use), but that no manipulation or changes to
the original master data file can be performed by the reader.
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4. Samples 

In accordance with Appendix 2, DOE will provide NRC with samples.

5. Terms of Areement

The terms of this agreement may be amended at any time by mutual consent,
in writing.

6. Effective Date

This agreement shall enter into force on the latter date of signature by
the parties.

Signature Blocks

Ronald A. Milner. Acting Director.
Program Management and Integration.
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy

Joseph J. Holonich. Branch
Chief, Division of Waste
Management, High-Level
Radioactive Waste (HLW)an
Uranium Recovery Projecta

U.S. Nuclear Recnulatorv
Commission

Wesley E. Barnes, Project Manage ,
Yucca Mountain Site Characterization

Office
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy
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Yucca Mountain Site Characterization PrejeetOff ice (YMZPO)

Acquisition Of Samples During Site Characterization

Activities By NRC Contractors

Reserved

Agreement Concerning The Nuclear Regulatory Commission On-

Site Representative For The Repository Projects During Site

Characterization
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YUCCA MOUNTAIN gThT CHARACTERIZATION PRGOJCT OFFICE (YMjPSO)

Points of contact between NRC and DOE pojebs concerning Yucca Mountain
site characterization.

a. 10 CFR Part-60 Level Communications (e.g.,-Site
Characterization Plan (SCP); Site Characterization Analysis; SCP
Progress Reports, ermente n thes dtments); Annotated Outline
for a License Applications

Director, NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards to and from Director, DOE Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management -

Director Director
Office of Civilian Office of Nuclear Material Safety
Radioactive Waste and Safeguards
Management - - U.S.- Nuclear Regulatory Commission

U.S. Department of Energy - Mail Stop 6-E-6
Washington, D.C. -20585 - -Washington, D.C. 20555

;^ Formal Communications on Waste Acceptance. Storage, and Transportation
Issues and::policX ssues Affecting Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization

- Director ~~~~Branch Chief
program Management and High-Level Waste and Uranium

Integration - Recovery projects Branch
Office of Civilian Radioactive -Division of Waste Management
Waste-Management - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.S. Department of Energy: Mail Stop 4-11-3
Washington. D.C. 20585 'Wasington. D.C., 20555

-by gth Formal Communications Specifically Related to Yucca Mountain
Site Characterizatiop

DOE YMSCO Assistant Manager for Suitability and Licensing to and
from NRC Branch Chief. High-Level Waste and Uranium Recovery
rojects Branch - ,
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Assistant Manager for
Suitability and icensipg

Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization Office

Office of Civilian adioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington. D.C. 20585

pranch Chif
High-Level Waste and Uranium

Recovery Projects Branch
Division of Waste Management
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 4-H-3
Washington. D.C. 20555_

eg. Telephonic Communications

Formal transmittal of technical information to the NRC shall be
through the YMSCO-Assistant Manager for Suitability and
LicensingOfficz of S-,otemz and Comnpliarz. The points of contact for
informal, technical communications (eg., telephone callscgld
electronic mail) are listed below-., informal telephonic interactions
will not be used as a forum to officially establish or change
t orEn i va 1 and /or reaulatorv ositions. establish commitments. nor-:-,;-- --- --a -5!--IV

4- - - 4� � -4- 4 -- -r- A-4 A- � I - , - ___-; +-, - -4 1 1

identified in telephone lists supplied upon request. These points of
14at-arl fnr ="el -r=f=-ranr-=. TnfrNal 19h

communication on snecific issues may take lace between other DOE
_+e:, ~Fr VT er -e +- , f -A --- +- - -4- -- _+- � IF I - 13 4 -I .2. . - 11
� I- � . ,I- - I- I . -..- - - -- - - . --

AREA NRC DOE

Quality Assurance Quality Assurance Piretgr;ag , Yucca
Section Leader or Mountain p
designee Quality Assurance

Division ffice

Perfermane Ase3ment Repzeitery Perfrmanee Chief, Thnieal
Assessmet Seetien Analysia Draneh
Lader or dcoig

Waste Package Materials Engineering Chief, FielI
. Section Leader or Engineering Branch

designee AMEFO Team Leader.
Repository/Waste

Geologic Repository Geotechnical Chief, Fizld
Operations Area Engineering Section Engineering raneh

Leader or designee AMEFO Team Leader.

. B~~~~~~~~~~~eository/Waste
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654

655

656

657

658

659

660

661

662

'663

664

665

666

667

668

669
670

671

672
673

-674

*675

676

677 -

Exploratory Geotechnical Chief, lerlatc'ry'

Studies Facility Engineering Section CtudizD Facility

Leader or designee , .-a

L.eader.Construction
. _ .:' --. ' TZam_Lgegeka.'

| _ E~~~~~~~~~~~SFISBTF/SF

Geology - Geology-Geophysics Chef, CitA

Section Leader or nveotigatiene
designee -ronehMSP Team eader.

Hydrology Hydrologic Transport ' Chif, ite

Section Leader or Investigations

designee. zade
| S~~~~~~~~~~~~eam Leader-

Geochemistry Hydrologic Transport ehief, ite

Section Leader or Invetigntion-

designee ram d

AREA NRC DOE

Scientific Integration Yucca Mountain Project AMSP Team Leader.

* Tanager - Scientific Integration

Performance Assessment _eDository Performanc= MSL Team Leader.

Assessment Section Technical ynthesis

Leader or'desicmee

Site Suitability Yucca Mountain Project AMSL Team Leader. Site

Licensing - yucca Mountain Project AMSL Team Leader,

Information Systems yucca Mountain Project AMSL Team Leader.

| 2ata Tansferanaqer-, zTechnical Synthesis

yucca Mountain Project AMSL Team Leader.
geauirenMngtms n

l R~~~~~~~~~~~euirement

AMEFO - Assistant Manager for Engineerin and Field Oerations

AMSL - Assistant Manager for Suitability and Licensing

AMS - Assistant Manager for Scientific Program,
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678 ft. NRC On-site Representative (OR)

679

680 Communications and interactions between the NRC OR and DOE are

681 discussed in Appendix 7.
682

683 NOTE: NRC SHOULD PROVIDE AND/OR UPDATE THEIR POINT OF CONTACT INFORMATIQ.
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684
685- - &Wendix 2

686
687 ' ACQUISITION OF SAMPLES DURING ITE

688 CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES BY NRC CONTRACTORS
689-
690 Requests for collection of samples (e.g., geologic, simulated glass, concrete,
691 steel, water, air, plants, animals, etc.), with-NRC-supplied specifications
692 and for which a process o acquisition is not specified in a Yucca Mountain
693 Fs! eee ite Characterization Office (YMagipO) Administrative r Braneh
694- Teehaeal Procedure, are recognized by DOE as legitimate. Upon review and
695 acceptance of the request, DOE will arrange for NRC to receive such requested
696 materials in response to a written request. DOE may request NRC, on acase-
697 by-case basis, to reevaluate the amount of 'sample material requested-in light
698. of the needs of the site characterization program and the availability of
699 samples. DOE will prepare NRC-specified samples for transport.
700 -
701 Controlled copies of all applicable Y@O ftamples Acquisition and Handling
-702 rocedures will be provided to the'NRC's Director, Repository Licensing'and
703 Quality Assurance Project Directorate, Division of High-Level Waste'Management
704 or designee. The NRC will use these procedures to request samples from DOE,
705. which are being obtained as part of the site characterization program.
706

.a_
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708 AvRendicen 3 - 6 Reserved

709:
710
711
712
713
714
715



716
717 -pendix 7
718
719 AGREEMENT CONCERNING TE NUCLEAR-REGULATORY COMMISSION ON-SITE REPRESENTATIVE
720 FOR THE REPOSITORY PROJECTS DURING SITE CHARACTERIZATION
721
722 The purpose and objective of the on-site representative (OR),.as identified in
723 Section 1 of the ProceduralAgreement, is to serve as a point of prompt-
724 informational exchange and consultation and to preliminarily.identify concerns
725 about investigations relating to potential licensingiissues. :
726
727 This appendix is intended to supplement the base agreement and to detail the
728 guidelines which will govern interaction between the NRC OR, including any NRC
729 personnel assigned.to the OR, and DOE contractor personnel (prime and sub)
730 through the project's, Regulatory Ietzftizno.Dranzh of the egulatery -aed
731 Site Evaluation D. .nAssistant Manacer for Suitability and Licensing,
732 Licensing Team. Any interactions between the OR and DOE, its contractors, or
733 subcontractors identified in this appendix will not constitute interactions
734 within the intent of Section 2 of the Procedural Agreement and therefore will
735 not require the preparation of written reports and will not be subject to
736 State/Tribal and public notification and participation or schedule
737 requirements of Section 2 of the Procedural Agreement. The interactions of
738 the OR with DOE and its contractors and subcontractors are not intended to
739 interfere with or replace other channels of NRC/DOE communications and
740 procedures for information release identified in-Sections 2, 3A, and 3B of the
741. this agreement and Sections 2, 3, 7, and 8 of the Procedural Agreement.,
742
743. The following-points are agreed to:,
744
745 1. The OR can attend any meetings on-site or off-site-dealing with technical
746 questions or.isdues related to work required as part of-site
747 characterization (e.g., any items to-be covered in Site Characterization
748 Plans under the Nucletr Waste Policy Act, as amended)-following
749 notification of the cognizant DOE project representative responsible for
750 the meeting as discussed below.- Such notification shall be by memorandum,
751 telephone or personal contact-and will be given at-,least 24 hours in
752 advance where DOE.has provided adequate prior notification to the OR. The
753 meetings may involve solely DOE or solely DOE's contractors (prime and
754 sub), or any combination of DOE with their contractbrs.
755
756 If objections to the OR attendance are voiced for.any reason, the reason
757 should be specified. Such objections will be infrequent and will be
758 exceptions to.the rule. If the OR does not agree with DOE objections, it
759 will be raised to a higher management level for resolution. If resolution
*760 cannot be achieved, the OR will not attend the meeting in question..
761
762 2. The OR may communicate orally (in person or by phone) with persons
763 employed by DOE, DOE's prime contractors or the prime's-subcontractor,.
764 (on-site or off-site), providing that the following procedures are
765 followed., If practicable, the.OR will arrange for all individual sessions
.766 . with prime contractor and subcontractor staff by contacting the DOE Y2O
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767 Ttgulhtzry Interaetidelo Draneh ChifAssistant Manager for Suitability and
768 Licensing, r designated D staff minmberLicensinc Team Leaders Qr
769 designee. If they cannot be contacted, the OR will attempt to contact the
770 proper prime contractor, section, or department manager. As a minimum,
771 the OR will give timely notification of all such sessions to DOE and the
772 affected contractor or participants) management as soon as possible. The
773 OR will avoid discussions with personnel when it would appear to disrupt
774 important duties and will seek to schedule meetings at a mutually
775 convenient time. It is at the option of DOE, in consultation with
776 participant management, as to whether or not a staff member, supervisor,
777 or third party is to be present. No record of such discussions is
778 required; however, questions that are raised or other issues that arise as
779 a result of these interactions will be reported by the participant to the
780 YM2.O Regulatery Interactions ranch hiefAssistant Manage for
781 Suitability and Licensing. Licensing Team Leader, or the NRC Branch Chief.
7B2 high-Level Waste and Uranium Recovery Projects Br ery Lieensing

783 and Quality Aouranze Project Directorate, as appropriate.
784
785 When members ofNRC headquarters staff adze temporarily assigned to the
786 OR office, the NRC Branch Chief, High-Level Waste and Uranium Recovery
787 proiects BranC ireeter, Repezitery Lieensing nd Quality Auranee
788 Project Dirctorate, or designee, will notify DOE's Chief of the
789 Regulate- ., BranhAssistant Manager for Suitability and
790 Licensing. Licensing Team Leader of the reassignment at least one week
791 prior to the reassignment.
792
793 3. The DOE project office, DOE prime contractors, and their subcontractors
794 will provide the OR access to records which would be generally relevant to
795 a potential licensing decision by the Commission as follows. Upon request
796 - by the OR, DOE or the DOE contractor or subcontractor shall n
797 Licensing Team Leader, AMSL organization of the reqaest. The Licensing
798 Team Leader will provide: 1) copies of any records of data; 2) records
799 which document the analyses, evaluations, or reduction of data; or 3)
800 records which contain information deduced by reason. These records will
801 be made available to the OR, after the documentation has been reviewed and
802 approved in accordance with the appropriate project office administrative
803 procedure. Records that have not been reviewed and approved by the
804 project office shall be made available for viewing, but not to copy or to
805 retain, at any stage of completion. Requests by the OR for release of
806 such records shall be made through and authorized by the YMZPO Regulatery
807 .Interaetiefts Braneh Chief r taffAssistant Manager for Suitability and
808 - Licensing or the Licensing Team Leader.
809
810 NRC DWM staff requests for written information are to be made by the NRC
811 Project Manager to the. YMSCO Licensing Team Leader. AMSL organization,
812
813 NRC On-site Representative requests for written information may be routed
814 directly to the AMSL Licensing Team Leader,
815
816 4. Copies of pre-decisional and preliminary drafts of documents required by
817 the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 as amended, or related to
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818 prelicensing activities, which have not been approved by DOE, will not be
819 provided to the OR without DOE approval. Documents of this type may be
820 made available by authorized DOE personnel, for review in DOE or DOE
821 contractor offices. Such-documents may not be authorized as available by
822 a DOE contractor alone.- Any such documents made available are for the use
823 of the OR and shall not be placed in-any NRC public document room.
824
825 5. The OR does not have the authority to direct DOE, its contractors or
:826 subcontractors to perform any work. Any formal identification of
B27 questions or issues for ivestigation by DOE that could result in
828 contractor or subcontractor work must be formally presented to DOE through
'829 the NRC High-Level Waste and Uranium Recovery Projects .Branch in writing.
830 'w
831 6. The OR will attend on-site meetings upon request by the DOE project office
832 or prime contractor on-site whenever possible. The OR will provide any
833 records which would normally be available under 10 CFR Part 2.790-of the
834- Commission's regulations to project participants upon request to copy. If
835 convenient, copies of such records will be provided by the OR.
836
-837 7. The OR shall'be afforded access to the site, research facilities, and
838 other contractor and subcontractor areas to observe testing or other data
839 gathering activities, in progress, as part of site characterization
840 subject to compliance with the applicable requirements for identification,
841 and applicable access control measures for security, radiological
842 protection and personnel safety, provided that such access shall not
843 interfere with the activities being conducted by DOE or its contractors
844 and that any discussions conducted during such access shall comply with
845 Point 2 above.
846-
847 Such access shall be allowed as rapidly as it is for DOE or DOE contractor
848 employees upon display of an appropriate access identification badge, or,
849 if badging is not possible for national security reasons, upon prior
850 notification to DOE or cognizant contractor supervisory personnel (by
851 memorandum, telephone, or personal contact). When an access
852 identification.badge s> available to DOE or DOE's contractors and
853 ' subcontractors on a routine basis, it shall be made available to the OR
854 upon completion of the required security clearances and appropriate
855 radiological and personnel safety training. DOE will ensure that any
856 training required is provided to the OR. Access to certain areas such as -

857 the Eploratory Studies Facility ESF) is limited by !ersonnel safety and
858 health regulations: ORs should notify the'AMSL organization of their

859 desire to enter such areas prior to arrival on-site !
860
861 8. NRC can videotape or photograph any inanimate objects or geologic features
862 associated with site characterization activities at the Yucca Mountain
863 Site consistent with Nevada test site security. Eor personnel safety and
864 health reasons and to minimize interruption to site characterization
865 activities, the NRC is reauested to notify the Licensing Team Leader,
866 AMSL. prior to conducting photographic or videotaping activities
867 Additionally, upon request from the OR, DOE will provide NRC videotape
868 footage of personnel performing site characterization activities. If
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869 requested, the. OR and other NRC staff will be permitted to accompany DOE
870 . during the videotaping.
871 :

872 9. DOE YM@PO may provide, ito the NRC OR, the information required to execute
873 DOE responsibilities under.Appendix 7 of this agreement by informal note,
874 by telephone,, or-by personal contact. Such communications shall adhere to
875 the procedures for communication and information release specified
676. elsewhere in the Procedural Agreement and this agreement.

- 4. -
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NRC has Prioritized KTI -- Igneous
Activity because

* Significant to NRC Iterative Performance
Assessment modelling results

* Disruption probability not bounded
* Data sets not integrated

TIMNRC2.125.NRC.PPT4/12-5-95 2



DOE Regards KTI -- Igneous Activity
as Lower Priority because

* DOE performance assessment results (TSPA-91,
TSPA-93) are not sensitive to magmatic intrusion
because disruption probability is low (A 0-8year)

* Disruption probability is stable - different models
yield similar results (Volcanism status Report)

* Modelling of the effects of eruption and magmatic
intrusion (dikes and sills) indicates little effect on
site performance (FY 95 report)

* Preliminary PVHA results are consistent with the
results of previous studies (disruption probability
10-8/year)

TIMNRC3.125.NRC.PPT4/12-5-95 3



Status of Current Activities

* Volcanism status report and appendices (data
tracking tables) complete

* Probabilistic Volcanic Hazards Assessment (PVHA)
final workshop 12/5 - 12/6; final report Spring 1996

* Study Plan 8.3.1.8.1 1, Rev. 3 Probability of
Magmatic Disruption of the Repository, is being
revised.

TIMNRC4.125.NRC.PPT4/12 5-95 4



Future Plans

* Transmit PVHA report to NRC
- Identify SCA open items addressed in the report
- Present report results in TE in spring 96

* Complete Volcanism Synthesis Report
* Facilitate vertical slice

- Provided data tracking table
- Make primary data available to NRC
- Continue geophysics integration

TIMNRCS.125.NRC.PPT4/12-5-95 5



DOE Expectations

* NRC letter response to open item closure based on
PVHA report in FY96

* NRC preliminary evaluation on Igneous activity in FY97
based on:
- PVHA report
- TE - PVHA
- Volcanism synthesis report
- Other geophysics and tectonics reports
- NRC vertical slice

TIMNRC6.125.NRC.PPT4/12-5-95 6



NYE COUNTY PERSPECTIVE ON
KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES

BI-MONTHLY MANAGEMENT MEETING

JANUARY 17, 1996

I
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ASSUMP IONS

* ATTENTION TO THE REGULATORY PROCESS AND LICENSING
REQUIREMENTS IS STILL A HIGH PRIORITY.

* AFTER CURTAILED PROGRAM OF SITE CHARACTERIZATION A
DECISION ON YM SUITABILITY WILL BE MADE.

* A LICENSE APPLICATION FOR SOME FORM OF REPOSITORY OR
LONG TERM UNDERGROUND STORAGE FACILITY WILL BE
SUBMITTED SOMETIME AFTER THE YEAR 2000.

* SUPPORT FOR REVISION OF EPA STANDARDS AND 10 CFR
PART 60, WHILE A VERY HIGH PRIORITY, ARE NOT MERELY
TECHNICAL ISSUES, SINCE AT THIS POINT THEY INVOLVE
SIGNIFICANT POLICY CHOICES.

2



PRIORITY 1 SIGNIFICANT SIGNIFICANT
104 106

UNSATURATED AND
SATURATED FLOW

THERMAL EFFECTS
ON FLOW (INCLUDING
REDISTRIBUTION OF
MOISTURE)

NEAR-FIELD ENVIRONMENT

STRUCTURAL FEATURES
AFFECTING WATER AND
VAPOR MOVEMENT

y Y

y y

y y

y y

3



PRIORITY I (CONT'D) 104 106

TSPA AND TECHNICAL Y Y
INTEGRATION

REVISION OF EPA STANDARD Y Y
AND 10 CFR PART 60

PRIORITY 2

CONTAINER LIFE AND Y Y
SOURCE TERM

RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT Y Y

4



PRIORITY 2 (CONT'D) 104 106

COUPLED PROCESSES Y Y

REPOSITORY DESIGN Y Y

PRIORITY 3

IGNEOUS ACTIVITY N Y

STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION N Y
AND SEISMICITY

i 
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DOE Priorities

* Proposed rule change to 10 CFR 60 on Potentially
Adverse Conditions (DOE comments provided
October 1993)

* Proposed rule change to 10 CFR 60 on Design Basis
Events (DOE comments provided June 1993)

* Proposed rule change to 10 CFR 60, 72, 73, and 75
on Safeguards Requirements ( DOE comments
provided November 1995)

* Erosion Topical Report supplemental response
(provided April 1995)

DOENRC2.125.PPT4/1-19-96 2



DOE Priorities
(continued)

* Response to comments on Study Plan 8.3.1.17.3.6,
"Probabilistic Seismic Hazards Analyses" (provided
December 1995)

* Response to comments on Study Plan 8.3.1.8.5.1,
"Characteristics of Volcanic Features" (provided
July 1995)

* Response to comments on Study Plan 8.3.1.8.1.2,
"Physical Processes of Magmatism and Effects on
the Potential Repository" (provided August 1995)

DOENRC3.125.PPT4/1-19-96 3



DOE Priorities
(continued)

* Seismic Topical Report 11 (provided November 1995)

* Feedback on the resolution of issues resulting from
the NRC geophysics/volcanism meeting on
December 7, 1995

DOENRC4.125.PPT4/1-19-96 4



Future DOE Products

* Response to NRC comments on Seismic Topical
Report I (January 1996)

* Response to NRC comments on Disposal Criticality
Topical Report Annotated Outline (January 1996)

o Chapter 10 of the LA AO (January 1996)
* Semi-annual Site Characterization Report No. 13

(March 1996)

* Response to NRC comments on Erosion Topical
Report regarding Be-10 sample dating (April 1996)

DOENRC5.125.PPT4/1-19-96 5



Future DOE Products
(continued)

* MGDS Revised Advanced Conceptual Design Report
(July 1996)

* FY 1996 Thermal Loading System Study (September
1996)

* Backfill System Study Report (September 1996)
* Technical Synthesis Reports (late 1996 & 1997)
* Waste Isolation Strategy (TBD)

* Study Plan 83.1.8.1 .1, Revision 3, Probability of
Magmatic Disruption of the Repository(May 1996)

DOENRC6.125.PPT4/1-19-96 6
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NRC ACTIVITIES SINCE SEPT 6, 1995

September 6-15, 1995:

September 13,

September 19,

1995:

1995:

September 22, 1995

September 27, 1995:

October 10, 1995:

October 11, 1995:

October 17, 1995:

Observation of DOE QA audit of USGS (NRC report dated
11/2/95)

NRC/DOE meeting on Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF)

NRC letter (Holonich to Milner) transmitting a
Commission Staff Requirements Memorandum on proposed
amendments to Part 60 (requested at the last NRC/DOE
management meeting)

Letter to DOE (Bell to Brocoum) requesting additional
information on Seismic Hazards Assessment Methodology
Topic Report (TR#1)

NRC/DOE technical exchange on data qualification

NRC/DOE technical exchange on criticality control

NRC letter (Paperiello to Dreyfus) on alleged
harassment and intimidation issues

NRC/DOE meeting on excess weapons plutonium
disposition in commercial repository (This meeting was
with the DOE Office of Fissile Material Disposition.
There have been other meetings on this subject but
this particular meeting focused on the repository
option)

NRC/DOE meeting on quality assurance

Observation of DOE QA audit of USGS (NRC report dated
11/15/95)

NRC Products List updated

NRC letter (Holonich to Dixon) providing NRC comment
on scope of DOE planned activities to support an EIS
for Yucca mountain -

NRC/DOE technical exchange on key technical issues

NRC letter (Gillen to Milner) transmitting minutes of
bi-monthly management meeting

LARP, Revision 1

Letter to DOE (Bell to Brocoum) accepting TR#1
(Seismic Design Methodology Report)

October 

October 

October 

November

November

November

18, 1995:

23-27, 1995:

25, 1995:

17, 1995:

17,

29,

1995:

1995:

December, 1995:

December 1, 1995:
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December 14, 1995:

December 26, 1995:

Letter to DOE (Bell to Brocoum) commenting on DOE's
Regulatory Compliance Review Report, concluding that
design requirements for package 2C are acceptable.

Letter to DOE (Gillen to Milner) transmitting summary
of data qualification technical exchange

2 Attachment 9
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NRC DOCUMENTS EXPECTED TO BE ISSUED IN NEXT 6 MONTHS

STP on Expert Elicitation

Commission Paper on Draft Comments on EPA's Proposed Yucca Mountain Standard

Commission Paper on Revised High-Level Waste Program

Commission Paper on Conceptual Framework for NRC's Yucca Mtn Rule and Guidance

Auxiliary Analyses of Implementation Aspects of NAS Recommendations

ORNL Report on the Potential Migration and Concentration of SNM to Form a
Critical Mass at a Near Surface Disposal Site

Audit Review of TSPA 1995

Pre-licensing Evaluation Report on Igneous Activity, Extreme Erosion, Shafts
and Ramps; and General Information

Meeting Minutes on QA Quarterly Meeting

Meeting Minutes on KTI Technical Exchange

Meeting Minutes on Data Qualification Meeting

Key Technical Issues Implementation Plans

Final DBE rule

Comments on ESF design package #8A

SER on Seismic Hazard Assessment TR (TR#1)

Letter Report on the Identification and Critical Review of Type II Faults in
the Yucca Mountain Region

Ground Magnetic Survey of the Little Cones, Crater Flat, Nevada

Assessment of Coupled Faulting and Magmatic Dike Intrusion Processes

Letter Report on Status of GIS Database Supporting NRC's 3-D Geologic
Framework Model

NRC's Seismic Hazard Analysis Code: Selection, Capabilities, Preliminary
Results
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